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Middlebrook published her controversial biography of Anne Sexton with the Connoisseur of madness, addict of suicide by John Simon - The. Anne Sexton was a famous American poet known for her confessional poems. Read more about the life of this influential poet and her significant works in the Anne Sexton Life Stories, Books, & Links - Today in Literature Middlebrook's biography of the poet Anne Sexton was published in 1991 and spent. Anne Sexton began writing poetry at the age of twenty-nine to keep from. rev. of Anne Sexton: A Biography by Diane Wood Middlebrook Jun 11, 2012 - 15 min - Uploaded by PoetAnneSextonDiane Middlebrook's interview on Anne Sexton biography Part 1. What made Diane Wood Anne Sexton EW.com Anne Sexton began writing poetry at the age of twenty-nine to keep from killing herself. This exemplary biography, which was nominated for the National Book Diane Middlebrook's interview on Anne Sexton biography Part 1. Read about the tragic life of poet Anne Sexton, who wrote To Bedlam and Part Way Back, and committed suicide after winning the Pulitzer Prize for Live or Die. Anne Sexton was born in Newton, Massachusetts and raised in Weston.